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2 ACCESSORIES

Our new North Nature collection is inspired by historic camping 
 traditions, which were all about getting out, being at one with 
 nature and enjoying each other’s company.
It’s an updated take on the simple life with fabulous,  comfortable 
awnings and matching accessories, made for life in the great 
 outdoors. 
 
The tones of our North Nature collection are rustic and fully in 
keeping with the unique Nordic vibe. 
The design is simple and Scandinavian, with clear references to 
Isabella’s historic camping life. 
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 ACCESSORIES

Odin – the compact, all-round chair
Use the Odin chair on your camping trip, picnic or at home on the patio. 
The chair's armrests, neck cushion and seven positions make it perfe-
ct both for dining and for relaxation. When folded, the Odin chair is just 
9 cm high, and it takes up a minimum of space when packed away in 
the caravan or in the boot of the car. 

Material: Alu frame. Polyweave  
(60% PVC  Coating/40% Polyester). 
Weight 5,3 kg. 
Load: 120 kg. 
Measurements: 9 x 65 x111 cm. 
Colour: Dark Grey
700006228

Loke – the flexible luxury chair in two sizes
The Loke chair is the very best of our bestselling chairs – a flexible chair with a fully upholstered 
seat. Loke can be folded up to just 9 cm in height and so takes up minimal space when stored or 
transported. Loke has an elegant, solid frame and is comfortable to sit in. It is made of a hard-wea-
ring material and its back can be adjusted to 7 positions. 
The Loke chair is available in both a High Back and a Low Back version, making it the perfect travel 
chair, whether you are travelling with a caravan, Camp-let, camper van or tent.  

Materials: Aluminium frame. Polyweave (60% PVC coating/40% polyester). 
Load: 120 kg 
Colour: Dark Grey

LOKE LOW BACK
Weight 5.2 kg
Dimensions: 104 x 64 x 9 cm
Height of back: 69 cm
700006244

LOKE HIGH BACK
Weight 5.4 kg
Dimensions: 112 x 64 x 9 cm
Height of back: 79 cm
700006245
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Thor – luxury chair in three 
colours 
The Thor chair is a padded luxury chair with a 
neck cushion and armrests, and the back can 
be placed in eight positions – perfect on your 
camping trip or at home on the patio, both 
up to the table and for relaxing in. You have 
a choice of three elegant colours: Dark grey, 
Light grey and Blue. 

Material: Alu frame. Black polyweave
(60% PVC Coating/40% Polyester) 
Weight 5,5 kg. 
Measurements: 118 x 63 x 14 cm
Load: 120 kg. 

Footrest – for Odin, Thor, 
Loke and Beach Chairs
Comfortable footrest which can be affixed 
to the Chair Odin, Chair Thor, Chair Loke or 
Beach Chair. The footrest clicks into place on 
the cross bar under the seat of the chair. The 
footrest is in matching fabric and has a light-
weight aluminium frame. It is simple and easy 
to fold up and takes up minimal space when 
stored away and during transportation. 

Material: Aluminium frame. Polyweave  
(60% PVC coating/40% polyester). 
Weight: 1,1 kg. 
Measurements: 90 x 48 x 36 cm. 
Load: 30 kg. 

THOR CHAIR DARK GREY 
Colour: Dark Grey,
700006242

THOR CHAIR LIGHT GREY
Colour:  Light Grey
700006246

THOR CHAIR BLUE
Colour:  Dark Blue
700006247

FOOTREST DARK GREY 
Colour: Dark Grey
700006216

FOOTREST LIGHT GREY 
Colour: Light grey
700006233

FOOTREST BLUE 
Colour: Dark Blue
700006234

CHILD’S CHAIR 
This foldable highchair can be installed on any Isabella chair. 
The chair is fitted with click-closure straps. The detachable 
cushion insert makes the seat suitable for children aged from 
about 8 months (or as soon as the child is able to sit up), up to 
age 5. The child seat folds up for ease of storage. 

Use: From approx. 8 months (or when your child can sit)  
to 5 years 
Measurements: 28 x 23 x 16 / 47cm
Load: 50 kg
Colour: Dark Grey
700006238
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 DIRECTOR’S CHAIR DARK GREY
Colours: Dark Grey
700006235

The Director's Chair  
– a modern design classic

The Isabella range has featured a director's 
chair for many years, in a whole host of co-
lours and designs. This Isabella classic is now 
available in dark grey and in red. The director's 
chair can be folded up, making it easy to bring 
with you on your trip. 

Frame: Alu.  
Materials: Polyweave  
(60% PVC coating/ 40% polyester).  
Measurements: 11 x 81 x 51 cm. 
Weight: 2,5 kg. 
Load: 100 kg. 

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR RED
Colours: Red
700006236

BALDER NORTH CHAIR 
Colours: Light grey, brown
700006240

NORTH STOOL 
Footstool/stool. Fits Balder North. 
Dimensions: 40 x 27 x 47 cm
Weight 2 kg
Load: 80 kg
Materials: Powder-coated steel stand.  
6 x 300D polyester fabric
Colours: Light grey, brown
700006241

CHAIR BAG 
This bag stores 2 Isabella chairs for ease of 
transport or to store your Isabella chairs. 
900060468

BALDER DARK CHAIR 
Colours: Dark grey
700006239

Balder 
 – the perfect travel chair
The Balder chair folds up for ease of transport 
when you want to take it with you on outings. 
As an added benefit, it hardly takes up any 
room when stored. Balder is perfect as a travel 
chair, or for the beach and picnics. 

Dimensions: 58 x 65 x 9 cm (folded). 
Height of back: 102 cm
Weight 5.7 kg
Load: 100 kg. 
Materials: Powder-coated steel stand.  
6 x 300D polyester fabric
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BEACH CHAIR 
Foldable beach chair including neck pillow. The 
chair can be  adjusted into 8 positions. 

Material: Aluminium frame. Polyweave (60% 
PVC coating/40% polyester).  
Measurements: 67 x 11 x 72 cm. 
Weight: 3.6 kg. 
Load: 100 kg. 
Colour: Dark Grey
700006248

SUNBED
Upholstered sunbed with soft membrane and aluminium frame as well as a sun 
screen. 

Material: Polyweave (60% PVC Coating/40%  Polyester). 
Measurements: L200 x W59 x H48 cm. 
Weight: 5,6 kg 
Load: 120 kg. 
Colour: Dark Grey
700006212

FOLDING BED
Smart, comfortable fold-out bed which can be used as an extra bed or 
sun lounger. The bed is easy to transport, fold out and pack up. 

Size: Folded out: 205 x 78 x 51 cm.  
Closed: 104 x 22 x 12 cm. 
Weight: 6.5 kg. 
Max. load: 100 kg. 
Material: Polyester/PVC. Alu frame. 
Colour: Dark Grey.
700006215

BEACH MAT 
Foldable beach mat with the option of raising the headboard  
into a sitting position. Beach mat is equipped with a shoulder strap 
which, together with its low weight, makes it easy to carry. What’s 
more, the beach mat has a smart, zipped storage  compartment. 

Size: Folded out: 160 x 53 cm. 
Folded together: 54 x 52 cm. 
Weight: 2 kg. 
Material: Polyester/PVC. Colours: 
Dark Grey
700006214
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Camping tables – large, small, round and square
Practical camping tables in various shapes and sizes. The table can be folded up to take up 
minimal space when stored away and during transportation. The tables have a practical, easy-
to-wipe grey surface.

CAMPING TABLE Ø 100 CM  
Camping table with grey table top. 
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. 

Weight: 9,2 kg.
Load: 150 kg.  
Dimensions, folded: 100 x 100 x 7 cm
700006218

CAMPING TABLE 80 X 60 CM 
Camping table with grey table top. 
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. 

Weight: 7,5 kg. 
Load: 150 kg. 
Dimensions, folded: 80 x 60 x 7 cm
700006219

CAMPING TABLE 120 X 80 CM 
Camping table with grey table top.
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg.

Weight: 10,5 kg. 
Load: 150 kg. 
Folded measurements: 120 x 80 x 5.5cm
700006206

CAMPING TABLE 140 X 90 CM  
Camping table with grey table top. 
Steel frame with 1 adjustable leg. 

Weight: 11,5 kg 
Load: 150 kg 
Folded measurements: 140 x 90 x 5,5 cm
700006205

FOLDING TABLE 120 X 80 X 70 CM 
Weight: 7,1 kg. 
Load: 30 kg. 
Dimensions, folded: 60 x 80 x 10 cm  
Including bag
700006229
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Spacious and practical
Unique storage cupboards with smart folding method, which means that the cupboards can be 
closed like a suitcase. The four legs are “snapped” into the bracket and folded into the cupbo-
ard, when folding it together. The cupboard comes with a practical bag for easy transportation.

Folding cabinet “Single” and “Double” has a lid on the top so that a pop-up tower with mains 
socket can be mounted on it. There is also a pocket under the top where the pad of a wireless 
charger can be mounted. 
The pop-up tower should be removed when the cabinet is packed away. 

CORNER CUPBOARD 
With 2 shelves and fixed top.  
With storage bag

Measurements: 82 x 82 x 85 cm.  
Weight: 9 kg. 
Load: 30 kg.
700006226

DOUBLE CUPBOARD  
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
With storage bag. 
Accommodates a pop-up tower  
and charging plate.

Measurements: 84 x 50 x 81 cm.  
Weight: 11 kg. 
Load: 30 kg 
700006224

SINGLE CUPBOARD  
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
With storage bag. 
Accommodates a pop-up tower  
and charging plate.

Measurements: 60 x 48 x 81 cm.  
Weight: 8 kg. 
Load: 30 kg
700006223
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RECEIVER COVER  
– RECEIVER COVER FOR IPHONE 6 AND 7
This receiver cover is for use with the wireless 
induction charging plate. To charge your Iphone 
6 and 7 by laying it on top of your Isabella cup-
board, you need both a cover and a plate. 
A4WP
Iphone 6: 900060474
Iphone 7: 900060475

MULTI-RECEIVER 
– RECEIVER CHARGER FOR YOUR 
SMARTPHONE AND TABLET
This wireless multi-receiver can be used with 
the induction charging plate. With both the 
receiver and the plate, you can charge your 
smartphone or tablet by laying it on top of 
your Isabella cupboard. The multi-charger has 
connectors for different phones and tablets. 
A4WP 
900060476

POP-UP TOWER
Fit this pop-up tower and socket to your Isabella cupboard. Isabella 
“Double” and “Single” 2018-model cupboards feature a hole for moun-
ting of your power tower. This gives you power right beside your coffee 
maker, toaster or charger without the irritation of sockets.  

Contains: 2 x 230 V + 2 x USB, 2.1A
Flex: 1.8 m
900060461

CHARGING PLATE
Insert the Charging Plate into your Isabella 
cupboard under the top plate and connect 
to the mains. (Isabella “Double” and “Single” 
2018-model cupboards have a pocket 
under the top plate for Charging Plate). This 
means you can charge your mobile phone 
or tablet by placing it on your Isabella 
cupboard. Place your mobile phone or tablet 
(fitted with an induction charging cover or 
wireless receiver) on top of the cupboard to 
recharge it without using a charging cable. 
Can charge two mobile phones simultane-
ously, or one tablet. 

Induction charging distance: Up to 5 cm
A4WP 
Input 12V/2A
Transmitting power: 10W (max)
Output: 2W (max)
Wireless efficiency: > 90%
Measurements: 26,5 x 22 x 2 cm
900060477

Charging plate for your smartphone and tablet
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 SHOE RACK 
Foldable shoe rack for the storage of shoes in 
the awning. Can be folded up and packed away 
in the bag provided, taking up a minimum of 
space when not in use. 

Dimensions: 51x26x43,5 cm. 
Materials: Steel frame. Polyweave (60% PVC 
Coating/40% polyester). 
Colour: Dark Grey
700006237

STOOL/FOOTSTOOL 
The stool can be used as a little stool or footstool, which is easy 
to take with you. With the table top, it also doubles as a little 
table. Place the table top on top of the folded-out stool/footstool 
and you have a table – as simple as that! 

Colour: Dark Grey
700006201

TABLE TOP FOR FOOTSTOOL 
700006217 

TROLLEY 
Practical trolley for transporting luggage, camping furniture and the like. The trolley has two 
strong wheels, making it easy to pull across grass, sand and gravel without any problem. It is 
made of steel and can easily be folded together to take up almost zero space. 
The trolley is ideal for carrying furniture and bags when you’re off to the beach or going on a 
picnic, etc. It is also perfect for transporting luggage, carrying shopping or your water contai-
ner when it needs filling up. 

Size: 110x50x59 cm
Size, folded: 82x50 cm
Wheel size: Ø27 x 8 cm
Size of plate:  29x40 cm
Load capacity: 50 kg
Weight: 5.9 kg 
Material: Steel
Colour: Black
900060457
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ISABELLA BLANKET 
This soft, warm luxurious Isabella blanket will keep you 
warm on a cool evening and is ideal for picnics. The logo 
embroidered blanket is fleecy soft on the inside with a 
suede-effect outer. It is made of a stain resistant microfibre 
material and has deluxe hemmed edges.

W130 x L180 cm
900060325

BLANKET WITH INSECT REPELLENT
Take a blanket with insect repellent on holiday or use it at home on the patio. 
The blanket has “Insect Shields ®”, which repels all insects and lasts for more 
than 70 washes. The blanket has been tested by WHO, and does not irritate the 
skin. A great alternative to mosquito spray.

Details: The blanket is treated with ”Insect Shields” (permethrin insecticide), 
which provides protection from all insects. Rounded corners.  
Material: 100% polyester, brushed on both sides
Measurements: 140 x 185 cm.
Weight: 180 g.
Colour: Dark blue with a light blue edge. 
750301001
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The plain lampshade for awnings is  available 
in three different designs

1  BLACK CHINTZ LAMPSHADE  
Smooth black lampshade in fabric with a 
soft sheen.  
900060396

2  ILUMI  
900060392

3  CUBE CREME  
900060450

CABLE CLIPS 
Cable clips used to keep the 
cable in place on your awning 
poles. Clicks onto the awning 
poles, quickly and easily. Can 
be used on 22–32 mm poles.

900060440

TRIPLIGHT
Smart LED lamp - ideal for camping! Use it as 
a flashlight or in the awning by attaching it to 
the awning poles. Can be used on 22-28 mm 
poles. The lamp is battery powered (5 hours of 
battery life), and is a pleasant, soft light source.

900060452

CLICKLIGHT 
A simple, elegant LED track for use in your 
awning. ClickLight clicks easily onto the 
awning pole to provide pleasant, cosy and 
warm lighting. It has a touch sensor to dim the 
light and a 7 m cable. Can be used on 22–32 
mm poles. Comes with cable clips to keep the 
cable on the awning pole. 

Dimensions: H50 x W64 x L610 mm
900060436

LAMP FLEX WITH DIMMER 
Lamp flex with dimmer (suitable for any 
light bulbs with a dimmer function)
For LED, halogen and standard bulbs. 

Max 40W (LED 25W)
Flex: Length 7 m, H03VV-F, 2 x 0.75 mm2
Socket: For E14 light bulbs
900060458
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SILICONE POT HOLDER/TRIVETS  
Soft silicone pot holders which are flexible enough to be used as pot holders and 
sturdy enough to serve as trivets to protect  countertops or tabletops.  Produced 
in the Isabella porthole design with a hole for hanging. Easy to clean.

900060422

DISH RACK
Isabella Fozzils was designed based on the “think flat” concept and is an innovative, practical 
and space-saving product, ideal for outdoor living. The dish rack folds down easily to become 
completely flat, so it takes up minimal storage space. Thanks to the fixed base, water will not 
run out while the washing-up is drying. The stand has handles to make it easy to move around  
– even when full of dishes. 

Dimensions: 41,5 x 29 x 19/3 cm
900060466
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NORTH CROCKERY SET
This delightful melamine crockery set con-
sists of dinner plates, lunch plates, cereal 
bowls and cups. Plates and bowls are oval 
shaped for ease of storage in your cabinets. 
Thanks to the shape and size, you can sto-
re many more items in your cabinets  than 
you could with round plates and bowls. 
All items are white, imprinted with the 
Isabella porthole, and with a petrol-blue 
bottom. In addition, all items have a 
silicone-coated ring underneath to prevent 
slipping. 

Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Not microwave-safe. 
Made of 100% melamine.
Colour: White/North Sea Blue 

Available in sets of: 
16 pcs. 
4 x (32 x 25 cm) dinner plates
4 x (22 x 17,5 cm) lunch plates
4 x (18 x 15 cm) cereal bowls
4 x (Ø 8 cm) cups with handles
900060465

8 pcs 
2 x (32 x 25 cm) dinner plates
2 x (22 x 17,5 cm) lunch plates
2 x (18 x 15 cm) cereal bowls
2 x (Ø 8 cm) cups with handles
900060464
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NORTH EGG CUPS
Oval, North Sea Blue egg cups. 

Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Not microwave-safe. 
Made of 100% melamine. 
Set of 4 pcs. 
900060463

NORTH BOWL SET
This bowl set consists of 3 bowls in North Sea Blue. 
Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Not microwave-safe.
Made of 100% melamine. 
Set of 3. 
Sizes: 26 x 12,7 and 29,2 x 12 and 22,8 x 12,7 cm
900060469

GLASSES
A thick glass, for stability. The glass is made 
of transparent polycarbonate 100%. 
Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees) – use 
the top shelf of the dishwasher for a longer 
service life. 

Not microwave-safe.
Set of 4 pcs. 
Dimensions: 9 x 12 cm
392 ml
900060462

CUTLERY SET – SILVER
Stainless steel cutlery set featuring the 
Isabella porthole discreetly at the base of 
the handle.  

Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Colour: Silver
Material: Stainless steel
The set contains 16 pcs. 
4 x knives
4 x forks
4 x teaspoons
4 x spoons
900060459

CUTLERY SET – BLACK
Stainless steel cutlery set with a black 
finish, featuring the Isabella porthole 
discreetly at the base of the handle.  

Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Colour: Black
Material: Stainless steel with a black 
coating.  
The set contains 16 pcs. 
4 x knives
4 x forks
4 x teaspoons
4 x spoons
900060460 

BUILDAGLASS
These smart, collapsible wineglasses are 
perfect for a camping trip or festival, the beach 
or a picnic hamper. To fold the wine glass, 
remove the base and insert into the glass. The 
two parts are held together with a magnet. The 
wineglass comes with a cover to protect it from 
impact, for example in transit. 
The protective cover has a handle at the top so 
that it can be, for example, easily hooked onto 
a rucksake or belt. The wineglass is made of 
transparent, 100% polycarbonate. 

Dishwasher-safe (max. 70 degrees). 
Not microwave-safe.
Available in sets of 2 pcs. including protective 
cover. 
340 ml
900060462
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MULTI ORGANIZER 
Multi Organizer stands on the floor in the awning and is perfect for storing shoes, beach things 
or magazines, etc. Multi Organizer is made of black polyester, and has 3 large compartments 
and carrying handles. What’s more, it can be folded up, so it takes up hardly any space when 
not in use. 

Folded-out, it measures: H28 x W55 x D30 cm
475000112

TOP ORGANIZER 
Top Organizer is a practical storage net 
that can be hooked onto extra roof rafter 
poles (also available as optional extras). 
The straps are adjustable; it is made of 
black mesh/polyester with a maximum 
carrying capacity of 5 kg. Use it to store all 
the holiday things you want to have at your 
 fingertips, sun lotion, playing cards and 
 magazines.

475000095

ORGANIZER HIGH 
Organizer High keep all those litte holiday 
items under control. They will always 
be easy to find here! It is made of coated 
polyester with  individual transparent foil 
pockets which allow the contents to be 
seen. Organizer High is fitted to the FixOn 
profile using TermoFix fittings.

Dimensions: H 215 x W 80 cm
475000075

FLEX ORGANIZER 
Flex Organizer hangs from the rafter pole in 
the awning by means of a smart Velcro han-
ger. It is made of black polyester and has one 
large  compartment, divided by a shelf, and a 
mesh pocket on either side. Flex Organizer is 
perfect for the storage of items such as cups, 
games or towels. When Flex Organizer is not 
in use, it can be packed away to take up next 
to no space. 

Folded-out, it measures: H58 x W30 x D24 cm
475000102
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LUXURY TRAVEL BAG 
A good, spacious bag that can be used for a variety of purposes 
– a perfect weekend or gym bag, for example. The bag features a 
large compartment with an internal mesh zipped pocket for small 
items and an internal compartment with Velcro strap closure for 
items such as a laptop. The bag also has a separate zipped com-
partment in the base for storing wet clothes, shoes, etc. Made of 
black synthetic leather, and has a wide, adjustable shoulder strap 
and a good sized handle.

Dimensions: H30 x W21 x L54 cm
9000060421

COOLER BAG 
Keep your sandwiches and fizzy drinks cold with this cooler bag. 
It is perfect for picnics and trips to the beach or to have with you 
in the car. In  addition to a large insulated cooler  compartment 
with space for both food and drinks, the cooler bag has a small 
insulated compartment in the lid. There are also zipped pockets on 
the lid and at the front as well as mesh pockets on both sides. The 
cooler bag has a shoulder strap and handles on both sides. Made 
of PVC-coated polyester, it comes in an attractive dark grey colour. 

Dimensions: H36 x W34 x L27 cm
900060420

SPONGE BAG
Practical sponge bag for use when camping. The bag can be hung 
up, providing easy access to all its contents. It has a watertight zip 
and plenty of pockets to keep all your toiletries together. 

Colours: Mercury (900060411) or 
Scarlet (900060410)  
Measurements: H20 x W30 x D10 cm

FEEL FREE COOLER BAG – RED 
This smart cooler bag keeps your food and drinks cold when you’re 
out and about. It has two opening options, two cup holders, a stor-
age net and a shoulder strap. It can either be zipped open, opening 
the entire lid, or opened through a hatch in the top  –  making it 
easy just to grab something from the bag. 
The cooler bag is available in a smart red colour with the Isabella 
logo on the top and ”feel free” on one side.  

Size: 39 x 21 x 28.5 cm/20 l
Colour: Red
900060456
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Fleece
Fabulous fleece with a sports zip, turtle neck 
collar and three spacious, zip-up pockets.
Available in black for men and in dusty blue for 
women. 

FLEECE – WOMEN
Details: Form fitted, sports zip and storm flap 
at the neck. Turtleneck collar and pockets 
with zip.
Material: 91/9% polyester/spandex, fleece, 235 
g special polyester yarn with stretch effect 
and high breathability.
Colour: Dusty blue
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

FLEECE – MEN
Details: Zip-through with sports zip and turt-
leneck collar. 3 roomy pockets with zip. 
Material: 91/9% polyester/spandex, fleece, 235 
g special polyester yarn with stretch effect 
and high breathability.
Colour: Black
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Windbreaker
Comfortable and breathable windbreaker. 
Available in dark blue with an orange zip for 
men and in dusty blue with a light zip for 
women. 

WINDBREAKER – WOMEN
Details: Breathable. ”Double welt” pockets 
with zip. Zip-through with ”invisible” zip. Zip 
pull in synthetic leather bearing the Isabella 
logo.
Material: Flat knit 8”, 50/50% cotton/acrylic. 
Stretchy membrane in 100% polyester with 
coating. 
Colour: Dusty blue
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

WINDBREAKER – MEN
Details: Breathable. ”Double welt” pockets 
with zip. Zip-through with ”invisible” zip. Zip 
pull in synthetic leather bearing the Isabella 
logo.
Material: Flat knit 8”, 50/50% cotton/acrylic. 
Stretchy membrane in 100% polyester with 
coating. 
Colour: Dark blue. Orange zip.
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Rainwear
Comfort and practicality go hand-in-hand in Isabella’s rainwear, which is breathable, water-
proof and windproof. The rainwear is practical, stylish and timeless, and perfect for an active 
lifestyle – for those who love being outdoors in all weathers. 

The black rain jacket, which is available for men and women, has an adjustable hood with brim, 
rivets on the pockets and an adjustable waist. 

The dark blue rain set, which is also available for men and women, has a waterproof zip and 
taped seams, guaranteed to keep the rain out. The set’s jacket has a brim on the hood and an 
adjustable waist. The trousers also have an adjustable waist and movable knee.

The smart rain poncho is perfect for a bike ride or a walk. A band for your hands ensures that 
the poncho also covers your legs when you’re cycling. The poncho has a large pocket, which it 
can be packed away into when not in use. The poncho is available in black. 
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RAIN JACKET
Details: Breathable and waterproof. Adju-
stable hood with brim. Double storm flap, zip 
and snap fasteners. Rivets on the pockets. 
Adjustable waist.
Material: 50/50% PU/Polyester, 190 g knitted 
polyester with a PU  coating (PU is polyuretha-
ne), stretchy and snug. 
Colour: Black
Women, men
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

PONCHO
Details: Waterproof. Rolled-up hood in collar. Inner storm flap with 
elastic at the neck, reflective zip and snap fasteners. Ties for the 
hands and at the waist. Large pocket which the poncho can be 
packed away into.
Material: 100% polyamide 210T with PU coating. 
Colour: Black
Unisex
One size

RAIN SET
Details: Breathable.
Jacket: Taped seams, double storm flap, hood 
with brim, pockets with storm flap and zip, 
adjustable waist, double adjustable hood, 
reflectors. 
Trousers: Adjustable waist, adjustable legs, 
”movable” knee. Reflectors.
Material: Pongee, 240T Polyester with PU 
Coating
Colour: Dark blue
Women, men
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Down jacket and body warmer
These fabulous down jackets and body warmers are comfortable, water-repellent and weigh al-
most nothing. Folded, they take up very little space. A special ‘Opalescent’ coating on the jacket 
and body warmer prevents the down from sticking through the fabric. Both the down jacket and 
the body warmer have a longer back, which follows the shape of the body. 
The down jacket has stretchy panels under the arms for high mobility and good breathability. It 
also has an adjustable hood and three pockets with a discreet zip. 
The down jacket and body warmer are available for men and women. 

DOWN JACKET
Details: Narrow quilting, which is sewn diagonally. Stretchy panels under 
the arms provide high mobility and good breathability. Adjustable hood. 
Longer back, 3 discreet pockets with zip. 
Material: 100% nylon – 410T, ‘Opalescent’ coating, 90/10% down/feather.
Colour: Black
Women, men
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DOWN BODYWARMER
Details: Narrow quilting, which is sewn diagonally. High mobility and 
good breathability. Longer back that ”follows” the body. Turtleneck 
collar and 3 discreet pockets with zip.
Material: 100% nylon – 410T, ‘Opalescent’ coating, 90/10% down/
feather.
Colour: Black   
Women, men
Available in the sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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Isabella A/S reserves the right to make 
 improvements/changes on the  products 
without notice, and can accept no 
 responsibility for dis- crepancies between 
this information and subsequent models. We 
make every effort to ensure perfect colour re-
production, but owing to printing  limitations, 
colour differences may occur.

Copyright © 2017 Isabella A/S
All information on this page and all pages in 
this catalogue are protected by  copyright. 
It can not be distributed partly or  entirely 
without the written agreement from 
 ISABELLA.

Service agreement
A full service agreement is supplied with all 
goods, a copy is available on request. In the 
unlikely event of complaint, the deadline is 24 
months from the date of purchase. If you find 
cause for complaint on articles used privately 
and for the purpose intended, pls. follow the 
procedures detailed, and report the problem 
to the retailer with whom the contract of 
sale was made. NB Other uses may not be 
covered. Isabella gives not only the statutory 
warranty, but a 2-year guarantee on all our 
products.  

If you have just bought a new Isabella 
awning, by signing up and registering your 
awning with Isabella Club, you get 1 extra 
years warranty, i.e. a total of 3 years warranty 
valid from date of purchase.

See terms and conditions at
www.isabella.net/uk/isabella-club

View the rest of our product range in our other catalogues

CARAVANNING
Awnings
Porches
Sun canopies
Accessories
Flooring

TENTS
Moment 300 North
Moment 180 North

CAMP-LET



DEUTSCHLAND /  
ÖSTERREICH / SCHWEIZ
Isabella Vorzelte Deutschland GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 4
DE-34253 Lohfelden
Tel. +49 (0561) 51 20 33
info-de@isabella.net   

NEDERLAND
Isabella Nederland BV
Postbus 90
NL-3870 CB Hoevelaken
Tel. +31 (033) 2541100
info@isabella.nl

NORGE
Norsk Isabella A/S
Postboks 57
NO-1740 Borgenhaugen
Tel. +47 69 127575
info@isabella.no

UNITED KINGDOM
Isabella International Camping Limited
Drakes Farm
Drakes Drive
Long Crendon
Buckinghamshire
HP18 9BA
Tel. +44 (01844) 20 20 99
info@isabella.co.uk

BELGIUM / FRANCE / 
LUXEMBOURG
Camping Distribution
Rue de Baronhaie, 63
BE-4682 Heure-le-Romain
Tel. +32 (0)42 27 46 32
info@camping-distribution.com

ITALIA
Automarket Bonometti spa
via Lago D’Iseo, 2
IT-36077 Altavilla Vicentina
Tel. +39 3401 265285

Rzeczpospolita Polska
Pro Camp
ul. Krotoszynska 43
PL-51-009 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 (71) 352 47 75
info@procamp.pl 

SLOVENIJA
Freedom Center
AC izvoz – Celje Center, Mariborska C. 200 a
SI-3000 Celje
Tel. +386 59 032 145

SVERIGE
Kama Fritid AB
Box 114
SE-560 27 Tenhult
info@kamafritid.se

SUOMI
Kama Fritid Oy
Aurinkokuja 5
FI-33420 Tampere
info@kamafritid.fi

OTHER COUNTRIES: 
Please contact Isabella A/S  
in Denmark. 
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